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Abstract: This study examines how emerging trends in intergovernmental relations among the various organs
and levels of government in Nigeria affect nation-building. The earlier expectations that separation of powers
among organs and levels of government in any society would enhance nation-building seems to be unrealistic
in Nigeria given the observed increases in threats emanating from the political structures. This appears to be
a contradiction of the postulations of Jean Bodin and Baron de Montesquieu who believed that such separation
of powers among the organs and tiers of government would encourage democratic consolidation. With the aid
of the content analysis techniques and in the light of the structural-functional analysis paradigm, it is argued
that the pattern of intergovernmental relations among the organs and tiers of government in Nigeria impairs
nation building largely because of the crisscrossing interests pervading the core tripods of trinities in one
government. The tripods of the trinities in government which are the functional trinity; the structural trinity;
and the Ethno-religious Trinity arguably have inherent and unreconciled social' cohesion traits that are threats
to nation-building. Hence, unless such social cohesion traits are identified and addressed, the trinities in one
government may remain incompatibly unholy and unable to facilitate effective nation-building.
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INTRODUCTION To this end, the theory of separation of powers had

Conceptualization on the practice of governments. The fathers of the
Doctrine of Separation of Power: It is a truism, that American constitution were affected by this  theory. It
governmental powers manifest in three forms the was probably because of their belief in this theory that
rulemaking,rule-applicationand rule-adjudication. Thus, they close the  presidential  form  of  government in
the theory of separation of powers occupies a very which the executive and legislature are separate and
important place in the study of political science. It is not independent. They provided for an independent
only famous but also as old as “Aristotle when he spoke president, an independent congress and an independent
of legislature, executive and judicial powers as being the supreme court and the election of the judges and the
essential features of the ancient Greece practice in Governors in the state, so also as being practice in Nigeria
government” [1]. who copied her presidential form of government from the

The classic exposition of the concept “Separation of United States of America. 
powers” occursin  a  French  philosopher  Montesquieu Put  correctly,  the  principle  of   separation of
in his book “The spirit of Laws” written in 1748. He powers is hinged on the fact that different body of
opined that there must be a separation of  powers if individuals are to administer the three departments of
liberty is to be separated. The separation of powers and government without any one of them having overriding
liberty go hand in land. The doctrine is based on the powers over the other. The necessity of this is for the
assumption that those who hold power may encroach on purpose of ensuring the liberty of individuals while
the liberties of the powerless and also that “power tends avoiding any tyrannical rule from any particular
to corrupt and absolute power corrupts absolutely”. government.

profound influence not only on political thought but also
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Inter-Government Relations: The idea behind inter- or among the levels/tiers, organs, ministries, commissions,
Governmental Relations(IGR) evolves in the interactions
that exit between various levels and organs of
government. That is to say, it is the function of the
philosophy of different parts that makes up a whole,
which may exist within or across national boundaries.
When it is across national boundaries, it has to do with
the interactions among different sovereign states but
when it is within the national boundaries, it is refers to the
interactions among the various levels and organs of
government in which ministries agencies, departments are
enshrined subject to the control and influence of the
executive, legislature and judicial arms of government.

Put correctly, inter-Government Relations (IGR)
evolves through series of theoretical postulations by
scholars. For instance, Herbert Spencer, explains that “the
society is like a biological organism with different parts
that functions inter-dependently, hence inter-
governmental relations (IGR) refers to the systematic
functional interaction in harmony or otherwise. “In
corollary to the above postulation, Gabriel Almond in his
“system theory” postulates that the society is a social
system comprising different elements in constant flues
balancing the impact output equilibrium and maintaining
systemic dynamism, Hence, inter-governmental relations
(IGR) refers to the input-output relations between or
among the many parts that constantly interacts for the
maximum corporation of the whole system.

Furthermore, Iman [2] explains that “inter-
governmental relations are a dynamic process conditioned
by transient factors. It is therefore, a continuous and not
occasional occurrences formally ratified in agreement or
rigidly fixed by status or court decisions. Also Thomas
Jefferson [3] stated that “the way to have good and safe
government, is not to trust, it to one, but to divide it
among the many, distributing to everyone exactly the
function it is competent to perform hence, this essentially
form the basis for the separation and delegation of powers
in modern governments and to enhance trinities in one-
government and nation building in ethno-religious and
diverse climes like Nigeria’s.

In all, inter-governmental relations, (IGR) refers to the
interactions (corporation and conflictual) between or
among the various levels and organs of government,
states and non-state actors, organized public and private
sectors for the overall best performance of the
governmental system. Invariably, this entails fiscal,
judicial, political and  administrativeinteractions  between

agencies and various departments of government even
when there are reasonable degrees of jurisdictional
autonomy in their relationship.

Nation-Building: Bye and large, it is pertinentto note that,
nation-building is not a product of accidental discharge
but of a creative and rational thought seeking to find out
principles like enlightenment, attitudinal change, re-
orientation, morality etc, as a veritable tools and cohesion
for national development.Nigeria entered the Republican
phase of her nationhood in 1963 with an intensification of
ethnics, political, religious and regional tensions. These
were magnified by the significant disparities in the
economic, political and other social development indices
between the North and the South. These tensions
culminated in the involvement of the military in Nigeria’s
politics which lasted over three-decades. 

Similarly, this study argues that “the pattern of
intergovernmental relation among the organs and tiers of
government in Nigeria impairs nation-building” largely
because of the crisscrossing interests pervading the core
tripod of trinities in one government. A case in mind is the
phenomenal growth in the powers of the executive in the
structure of modern society and government like Nigerian-
State. Agena[1] observed that “A study of the workings
of the various systems of government be they democratic
or autocratic points to the increasing powers of the
executives over the legislature “It should be noted that
given the constitutional powers granted to the legislature
as the great over ruling power in every free society and
since the will of the state must be expressed before its
enforcement, the legislature was supposed to have
overbearing powers particularly as they have powers over
the state purse (appropriation) but the reverse is always
the case. 

The incessant attacks by the Normadic Fulani-
herdsmen on their hosts communities in Benue, Nasarawa
and Enugu states; that is, the flash point states, the quest
for resources control by the Nigeria-Delta Avengers in the
South-South, the agitation for a sovereign state by the
independent people of Biafra (IPOB) and the insurgencies
by Boko-Haram in the North-East also impairs nation-
Building largely because of Nigeria’s inability to enthrone
true-federalism.

Consequent upon that is the inability of Nigeria
leaders to hernenceboth the abundant human and natural
resources that is inherent is the country for a “common
good”.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS In  all,  Gabriel  Almond  and  associates further

In order to examines properly the critique of the type  must  perform  specific  set  of  function  or  task, if
trinities in one government and Nation building in Nigeria they are to remain in existence as a system in a good
(2000-2016) and its application in inter-governmental working order or equilibrium. Hence, considering the
relations among the various organs and levels of tripods of the trinities in one government which are
government in Nigeria, the study employed the structural, functional and ethno-religious in nature, it is
descriptive survey design, with the study setting out to this empirical relevance of this theory that this study finds
illustrate the inter-governmental relations among the so lace with.
various organs and levels of governments in Nigeria. It is
therefore, the main goal of the study in a descriptive Application of the Theory “Structural Functional
study or method is to describe accurately the relationship Analysis: The central message of this framework of
between the various organs and levels of government as analysis is that every political system strives to achieve
it affects nation-building in Nigeria. This method is very stability or equilibrium within its sphere of
useful because the study is interested in finding the influence.These functions are performed by some
meaning and to obtain an understanding of the issue structures which may not be seen in ordinary sense to be
under investigation. political.

Theoretical Framework: This study examines the critique system that wants to function properly must ensure that
of the trinities in one government and nation-building in all its parts are in good working order otherwise, the
Nigeria. Therefore, the avowed task can only be problem in any part is capable of spreading to other parts
adequately utilized using the “structural functional- and derris the goal of the enter system.
analysis” by Gabriel Almond. By application, this theory has provided us with a

The theory originated in the biological and working tool in ensuring that the various organs and
mechanical science. However, within the social science, it levels of government should corporate and compliments
was first used in the field of anthropology by scholars to each other to ensure equilibrium in the society, thus
such as Malinowski and Radcliff Brown.It was introduced nation-building.
into the study of sociology by Talcott Person, Robert
Marcon and MarronLewi. It was Gabriel Almond who first Executive–Legislative Relations: Baron de Montesquie,
adopted it to the analysis of political system. Like David the famous French political philosopher is often
Easton’s system analysis, it is also based on  the  concept associated “Political liberty as the governance is
of a system. In fact structural-functional analysis is just a segmented into different functional bodies. It was his
perfection of David Easton system analysis.The theory fears that the fusions of all the powers of the state in a
sees the society as a single social system with interrelated single individual will result to monarchy or tyranny
facts which perform reciprocal, complimentary and self- (1987).On the other hand, if the process government to
regulating function vital for the survival and stability of settle disputes is entrusted in the hand of different groups
the entire system. That is to say that “the goal of of person, “Social justice and defenses of national right
political system is to ensure equilibrium”.Gabriel Almond of persons” will be assured.
further identified four characteristics of political system to In Nigeria’s experience, where the constitution in
include; 1989, 1995 and 1999, provides for separation of powers.

All political systems have political structure. system in a federal structure sharing powers among the
Same functions are performed in every political three theirs of government, the federal, state and local
systemwith different frequency and by different government. They draw the powers from the exclusive,
kinds of people. concurrent and residual list. The constitution further
All political system is multi-functional provides for the executive, legislature and the judiciary.
All political systems are mixed system in the cultural The relationship between the executive and the legislature
sense (a mixture of modern and tradition). derives from the provision of section 5 (a & b).

argued  that  all  political  system  regardless   of  their

However, the theory maintained that any political

The constitution peculiarly provided for presidential
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Accordingly, the Legislature monitors the movement However, the bane of our political system vis-a-via
of bills from the committee stage to their final passage. the relationship between the various organs and levels of
The executive send in their bills which the legislature is at government in Nigeria, stem from ignorance, ethnicity,
description to pass into law. The power of control over party spirit as against nationalism/patriotism and fraud
the release of fund constitutes one of the weapons the had dealt with the due process of governance.
executive employ to twist the hand of the legislative body.
This tendencyhas forced most legislative houses to The Dilemma in the Operation of True Separation of
institute impeachment moves against the Chief executives Powers in Nigeria: Recall that the legislature is the arm of
both at the local, state and federal levels. This situation government constitutionally empowered for the law-
was rampant in the last eight years. The state working as making, for the good governance of the Federal Republic
a system, the different bodies are meant to serve as of Nigeria. Also, the legislature is empowered in the 1999
complimentary. The constitutional provision should be constitution of Nigeria to oversee the activities of
followed religiously in order to reap the dividends of the government especially the executive arm as enshrined in
application of modern democracy. section 88, 89, 128 of 1999 constitution of the Federal

The last few years in Nigeria, one will describe the Republic of Nigeria.
relationship between the executive and legislature as However, Nwankwo[4] submitted that “these
unbalance, true separation of powers, accountability and legislative functions especially the oversight functions
transparency is lacking because social forces have are to keep the executive on its toes and ensure that it
weakened the boundaries of separation which results the delivers good governance. It is quite unfortunate to state
weakening of the legislature and the judiciary while the that since 1999, the legislature is yet to appreciate the
executive emerged dominant. A case in mind is the great powers vested on it by the constitution given the
incessant change of speakers in the State Assemblies, to way it has over time subjected itself to the whims and
cushion the interest of the Chief executive. caprice of the executive. This account in part for the

Executive – Judicial Relations: Recall that the primary of power experienced in the polity.
function of the judiciary is the interpretation and In reality, all three arms of government derive their
application of the law. This task involves finding out the powers and functions from the constitution and are
facts of a case that is brought to the court with a view to separated and independent in person and functions. The
discovering the law that is to be applied to specific cases. compromise of the legislative in this regard undermines
In a modern society, the judiciary is always seen as the the subjects of the constitution in creating separation of
last hope of the common man. This is in view of the powers and establishing checks and balances.
realities that liberty of citizens depends very much on the Oyekamin[5] observed that “the inability of the legislative
fairness of the court in giving them protection from other arm of government and its sub-servant disposition to the
citizens and even the government. In order to carry out executive may not be unconnected to the way most of
these all-important tasks, there is the dire need that the them got elected”. Some of them lacked credibility to
judiciary must stand aloof from politics. It was in arguing convince the electorate about their integrity to deliver
along this time that Montesquieu (1748) states that a when voted to power. So, since they wanted power at all
country deserves the independence of the branch of cost, they had to emerge through the benevolent act of
government that interprets the laws, (made by the the executive who in turn demands absolute loyalty.
legislature and administered by the executive). Other reasons may be deduced to lack of financial

Whereas, the judiciary can declare unconstitutional autonomy of the legislature. This is because most
specific laws of the legislature as well as the decision of chiefexecutive of the executive arm use fund as bates to
the executive body. While the executive appoints judges the legislature to compromisethe integrity of the
and funds the judicial process. This can be described as legislative arm. Identified also, as an inherited dilemma in
the checks and balance. This is true because the various the operation of true separation of powers in Nigeria is
institution of government has a measure of control over lack of effective legal draftingdepartment with the
one another and can only cooperate and compliment in a expertise to advise and assist the legislature as at when
development society rather than conflicts. due for effective initiation of bills to promote their

enormity of corruption, public looting and flagrant abuse
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legislative role, more importantly to the people. This character. There is nothing wrong with the Nigeria land or
accounts for the decline in the number of private member climate or water or air or anything else. The Nigeria
bills in the legislative houses. problem is the unwillingness or inability of its leaders to

At this juncture, it is germane to note that the decline rise to the responsibility to the challenge of personal
of the functions of the legislative arm is manifested example whichis the hallmarks of true leadership. The
generally in its relative powerlessness vis-à-vis the Nigeria federation is yet to have a purposeful, honest and
executives. It also includes the securing general meltdown selfless leadership to effectively pilot the affairs of the
in public confidence regarding legislature and other country.
internal and external pressures that strengthen the
executive in relation to the legislation and civil society by Recommendations: It is common knowledge that true
reducing opportunities for institutionalization of the social separation of powers among the various organs and
partnership. The dominance, if not monopoly of the levels of government in Nigeria is a sine quanon for a
executive bills over private member bills, mainly for lack of sustainable and enduring nation-building in any polity
institutional capacity on the part of the legislature. and taking cognizance of Nigeria situation, in terms of its

The Dilemma in the Operation of True Federalism in of powers and effective checks and balances among the
Plural Society like Nigeria: Federalism is a system of various organs and levelsof government, furnished with
government where power is shared constitutionally from true federalism to enhance Nation-building. Thus; these
the central government down to the component units. The Recommendations;
component units of the Nigeria Federation comprise
Federal, State, Local Government and Federal Capital The legislative arm must be financially autonomous,
Territory. Nigeria adopts federalismbecause of her if they must perform in dependently without the
diversity cum plurality in nature. With more than 250 dictates of the executives.
ethnic groups, the Nigeria federal structure increased from The electorate should understand the role and
its original three regions to thirty-six states as follows: importance of a legislator and vote into office a

1954-1963: three regions The electoral system must be free from the
1963-1967: Four regions manipulation and accept transparency and credibility
1967-1976: Twelve States in the election of legislators and executes
1976-1987: Nineteen states There should be a well-defined revenue formula that
1987-1996: Twenty one States will be acceptable to all tiers of government of the
1996-to date: Thirsty six states federation.

However, Nigeria has been confronted with a lot of CONCLUSION
dilemma in her experience as a federal state. The
contentious issue of revenue allocation formula is a great Governments and her institutional mechanisms,
problem confronting the smooth operation of federalism should embrace cooperative and collaborative
in Nigeria’s. Successive governments find it difficult to responsibility  for  the   management   of   the  society.
arrive at a revenue allocation formula acceptable to other Each of the various organs, levels and institutions of
two tiers of government. Revenue allocation is a very government should see itself as exercising a delegated
sensitive and controversial matter as every state of the power from the people. Tolerance and due process can
federation desires a large share from the federation only be assured in a society of enlightened political actors
Accounts to enable it discharge its responsibilities to the who are transparent and selfless according to Achebe
citizens. “The trouble with Nigeria”. There should be an

Other reasons may be deduced to prevalence of poor orientation for all towards Nation-building pursued with
leadership. Achebe [6] submitted that “The trouble with commitment by the chief executive as a matter of courage
Nigeria is simply and squarely a failure of leadership. and a true separation of powers, checks and balance and
There is nothing basically wrong with the Nigeria true federalism as a panacea for nation-building.

ethnic diversity, there is a direneed for a true separation

credible candidate that will represent public interest.
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